INSTALLING FRAMLESS VINYLs
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INSTALLING GAP VINYLs

Note: Only use 1 vinyl per gap!
Measure the gap between the door panel and the side panel. Choose appropriate vinyl.

Clean and degrease edge of glass with isopropyl alcohol.

Cut the vinyl to length and remove the tape backing. Carefully press the vinyl onto the edge of the side panel or the door panel. Repeat steps for the hinge side of door panel.

If supplied, you may use the optional clip on H vinyl between door and panel.

If the H vinyl is used, the door will only open one way! Install the vinyl so the gap between the door and panel is covered on the interior of the shower. See drawing for reference.

Leaving the door open for 24 hours before closing will allow tape on vinyls to achieve maximum bond.

DOOR OPENS INTO SHOWER

DOOR OPENS OUTWARD
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INSTALLING DOOR SWEEP

Measure door opening and cut the bottom drip sweep so that it will extend all the way from the side glass panel to the shower wall on the hinge side of the door.

If there is no side panel, the sweep should extend from the shower wall on the hinge side of the door to the handle side of the door.

If using the H vinyl, the sweep should be trimmed just short of it and should not touch the H vinyl. This will allow the glass to make a good seal against the H vinyl.

Slide door sweep onto bottom of door panel so the deflector leg is to the interior of the door.